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Abstract: Results of cognitive psychology research are

analysed to explain why it is difficult for retrieval system

users to bring to mind alternative search terms. A human
memory model is modified in such a way that it produces

additional search terms instead of human associations. A

small experiment shows that such a spreading activation

network can find alternative terms - with a performance

similar to the normally used similarity measures.

1. Introduction

A theme that has been worked on in IR for decades is the

tinding of semantically similar terms for a given search

term, e.g. syponyms, broader terms and so on, for

supporting a user during search or for automatic query

expansion (e.g. /Sparck-Jones 71/). Pure statistic techniques

of corpus analysis have not been proven successful (/Ruge

92 or 94 chapter 4/). These statistical approaches usually

consist of co-occurrence analysis of terms in documents,
abstracts, titles, sentences or text windows. My own work
on this topic has shown that semantically similar terms can
be found by means of linguistically based corpus analysis
(/Ruge 92/j. /Grefenstette 94, p. 137 ff./ examined the
applicability of such linguistically based alternative terms in
the context of Information Retrieval: They can be used as a
basis for building up a thesaurus and are even useful to some
extent for automatic query expansion.

In this study I would like to discuss a cognitive aspect of the
same topic: the human association capability. It is certainly
not interesting here for simulating human memory, but for
explaining why it is difficult for humans to associate
semantically similar terms for improving retrieval results.
The origin of these difficulties may give hints on how to
conceptualize an automatic term association in such a way
that it has a better than human capability in the specird
aspect of finding semantically similar terms. It may provide
a chance to find an approach with abetter performance than
/Ruge 92/ and /Grefenstette 94/.
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2. A Well Known Memory Model

A memory model that is frequently referred to is /Collins,
Loftus 75/, one of the tirst that was represented as a
spreading activation network. I am going to introduce it
here briefly in order to explain the spreading activation
principal. However, we will later see that it does not
adequately explain human word recall capability.

From a static point of view a spreading activation

network is a graph with weighted arcs. Beneath their names
the nodes are associated with numeric values, their
activation (not shown in fig. 1). Normally first one or more
nodes are initialized by a value greater than zerq these
nodes represent a description of a problem, The network -
its topology and the weights of the arcs - represent the
knowledge that is needed for solving the problem. The
process of solving a problem consists in propagating the
activation starting from the initially activated nodes along
the arcs. The so-called activation function determines the
new activation of a node depending on the actual
activations of its neighbors and on the weights of their
common arcs. This is iterated. Each iteration of the
activation causes a transition of the network to a new state.
One tries to design the whole system in such a way that an
equilibrium state is reached after a certain number of
transitions. The nodes that are then highly activated
represent the solution of the problem.

/Collins, Loftus 75/ try to explain various experimental
results in the field of human semantic processing, The main
properties of their memory model are listed below:

.

●

●

✎

Nodes are named by words, but represent concepts.

The arcs represent comections between similar
concepts and also between properties. Collins and
Loftus assume further node and arc types e.g. word to
concept, but these are not shown in figure 1.

Similar concepts are connected by higher weights than
concepts and their properties.

Humans make decisions on the basis of thresholds in
the net-work, e.g. the decision such whether fire-
engines are red.

Collins and Loftus are able to explain several experimental
results on the basis of their memory model. Mostly different
response times of subjects for severat problem types were

interpreted, For all these problems the semantic
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categorization of certain words was necessary or was the
main part of the problem. Thus the Collins and Loftus
model shows its strengths in explaining the processing of
semantic knowledge, especially in recognizing categories -
and that was their aim. It is less convincing if it is applied to
pure recall, i.e., to the human association capability, In
particular, it does not explain why it is difficult for searchers
to bring to mind semantically similar terms for improving
queries. Conversely, their model predicts that this must be
very easy, because of the high weights of arcs of semantic
similarity. The memory model discussed in the next section
on the other hand deals with human recall capability and
explains the mentioned phenomenon,

@-G!w-+-,

~igure 1: Memory Model of /Collins and Loftus 75, Fig. 11

3. A Memory Model Explaining Human Recall
Capability

/Wettler 89/works on automatic term association for finding
additional keywords - as I do. But his aims are different to
mine in two ways:

. Assmiations are not generated for a single word, but
for a given query, i.e., for a set of words of different
meaning.

● The semantic similarity of words is not of primary
importance, but rather the simulation of a professional
searcher, i.e., a person with special competence in
keyword association.

His model is based on the theory of Classical
Associationism; Wettler formulates its kernel by two laws:

1) The law of associative learning
If two events are in parallel in consciousness, they are
linked associatively.

2) The law of associative recall
If an event is in consciousness, all associatively linked
events are recalled to consciousness also.

According to the first law, frequent co-occurrence of two
words in texts means that they me associated by the reader.
Because of the second law, one can assume that human
association determines the sequencesof words in speech or
language production. Therefore strongly asswiated words
are used together during writing - and co-occurrence data
from texts reflect human association.

‘anxiety{ ~lei!i.s------------

Figure 2: Spreading Activation Network for Generating
Alternative Terms (/Wettler 89, Fig. 3/)

Wettler implemented co-occurrence data as a spreading
activation network and quantifies the weights of the arcs

depending on the probability of two words appearing

together or alone in a corpus (/Wettler, Rapp 89/). These

weights are symmetric and can be positive or negative.

Figure 2 shows such a network the weights are symbolized

by the width of the arcs, Inhibitory arcs are shown in

broken lines. For generating additional keywords, the
network is used in the following way: First all meaningful
words of the query are “set conscious”, i.e., they are
activated. After some iterations of the activation
propagation the high activated nodes are “remembered
words”; they can be interpreted as additional search terms.
For example if W, ~ and agg&s@a are
activated the additional terms i@&tu& x, &tll&
and ~vio~ are found. This result seems very natural,
thus the simulation of the professional searcher is well done
in this case, However the results have not been evaluated.

The approach of Wettler - from a technical point of view -is
nothing other than a statistical corpus approach differing
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only in its computational method. But his approach can be
interpreted as a human memory model: It explains the origin
of the arcs between the word nodes or conceptual nodes; it is
a quantitative model and therefore testable; and it explains
the difficulties of human searches in finding alternative
search terms: Synonyms do not necessary appear together in
the same text, sentence or text window. The arcs between
semantically similar terms in the network of Wettler will
normally have small weights.

4. Associationism and Term Association

In 1965 Jones already showed the relation between the
theory of Classical Associationism and the term statistics in
the field of IR (/Jones 65/). According to /Church, Hanks 90/
there are even observable similarities of contenc Their
results of co-occurrence statistics on the basis of a few word
long text windows seemed as if they were produced by free
association. Indeed the generated associations contained
words that are frequently recalled by free association for
some sample words.

The observations of Church and Hanks were tested by
/Wettler et al, 93/ in art experiment. They generated term
associations on the basis of 12 words long text windows for
comparing them with human associations. The data of the
comparison were collected some decades before, A single
word, the stimulus, had been presented to the subjects and
the first word that came into their minds had been their
response, The statistical associations were very similar to
the most frequent human responses - even more similar than
the human associations to each other. Wettler’s result
verifies that co-occurrence is art essential principal of human
association. Now I am going to discuss other experiments
that show that semantic similarity is not such a principal.

Originally only single association responses were collected
from a number of persons in order to establish a norm. This
acted as an aid to determine unnormal reactions in single
patients (/Miller 93, p. 183/). Nowadays there is also an
interest in the variety of associations of single persons as a
way to examine the structure of human memory. /Strube 84/
carrried out experiments on so-called free continued

association using the following method: A stimulus is
given by name to the subject. He then says whatever words
come to his mind without being interrupted. A typical
association sequence of Strubes data is shown in figure 3-
with the associations of one subject on one axis and time on
the other.

Strube observed that the following is typical: First the
subject mentions a few semantically similar words, Then
groups of words are mentioned - quickly one after the other
with breaks between the groups. The words in the groups
are not semantically similar, but “belong to the same
situative context” (/Strube 84, p. 75/.). He concludes that the
associative production of humans is essentially orientated in
situative contexts; and the breaks between the groups mean
context changes. He points out that situative contexts fit
only for explaining the human recall capability, but not for
the human judgement capability (p.1 18); therefore
properties would be essential. The main point for this paper
is: Only very few associations at the beginning of the chain
are words semantically similar to the stimulus, (This is
especially a problem for IR).

Beneath the content characteristics of the groups of
sequentially rapidly given associations Strube also
examined the relations between pairs of following words.
He distinguished five different relations (p, 64ff,):

20 :. . . . . . . . . . . . ..~?------------- .}...... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . +. . . . . . . . . . . . ..~ . . . . . . . . . . . ...1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, Q Geixx~enheit (feeling of security),

, ~ 0 Schmusewolle (“pet wool”)
o ~ kuschelig (cu~dly)

Q Wiirme(warmth) ,
; o Pullover (pullover) {

~ Wolle (wool)’
,

0 Osterhase (Easter ~unny) ~
o Kinder (children) ,

10 l--------. +
~ o SiiBi keit~n (sweets) ;

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~.< , ~
o+ Zuckergu (lc~g) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 Ostem (Easter) ;

o Scha’fwolken (“sheep clouds”) ;
~ o Hirnmel (sky) ;

,

; o Berge (mountains) ;
? A1men (a~sj

o Weiden (pastures) ~,
0 Kithd (COWS) ; ,

0 Pferde (horses) ;
~ ~ L&mrne<(lambs) ~ , , ,
.. . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10 20 30 40 50 60 Xc

Ftgure 3: Association Chain with Stimulus_ U (/Strube 84, p. 680
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a) paradigmatic relations, normally at the beginning of the
association chain, e.g. Q- unclean

b) fixed concepts, e.g. M - S&

c) syntagmatic relations, e.g. @ - QQ

d) co-occurrence in typical situations, e.g. @ak --

e) personal / episodical relations, e.g. Woodv Allen -
y&@. This production was not understandable. Such
associations could be identified as co-occurring in a
personal episode of the subjects.

The cases b) - e) are explainable by the two laws of the
Classical Associationism, here the words or their concepts
obviously co-occurred. I cannot understand, why Strube
proposes a model on the basis of features. He points out as a
disadvantage of networks, that it is unnecessarily difficult to
determine similarities. I think an adequate model must be
“difficult” with respect to similarities, that means it should
not contain similarity as principal of memory. New results
for some special cases show that case a) - synonyms - are
also based on the association principal co-occurrence. Let us
now have a look at that point.

A long time ago /Deese 64/ found out that stimulus
adjectives which are frequent in a general corpus normally
provoke their antonyms as response, e.g. @ and @
and the other way around. This is not the case for rare
adjectives, they are associated with common head nounsl.
His hypothesis was that frequent antonyms frequently co-
occur with contextual overlap - as in examples 1 and 2, With
this supposition the association of antonyms of frequent
adjectives is also explained by the principals of
associationism.

Under normal circumstances, he had a certain
bright-eyed all-American-boy charm, with
great appeal for young ladies, old ladies, and
dogs.

Frequently he must work long hours in the hot
sun or cold rain.

Plato feels that man has two competing aspects,
his rational faculty and his irrational.

The examples 1-3 are taken from /Justeson, Katz 91L they
origin from a general corpus of 25,000,000 words. By
means of this corpus Justeson and Katz confirmed the Deese
hypothesis: Anonymous adjectives which are first place
associations responses for each other co-occur in the same
sentence significantly more frequently than by chance. In
most cases these occurrences also showed syntactic andlor
lexical parallels, as in example 1 and 2. This relation also

holds for adjectives that are not in Deese’s list frequent

adjectives, but not as stron#. There was also a similar result

1: The head is the word to which the adjective refers.

2: Deese’s reticle does not make clear if he took these words into
account or not.

for rare adjectives whose antonyms are morphological
derivates. Here the word pair relation was not tested for
single pairs, but - because of their rareness - for the whole
class of such pairs,

Justeson and Katz interpret their results asproof that human
association is not only established by co-occurrence for
syntagmatic relations, but also for paradigmatic relations.
Therefore they view associations that are in paradigmatic
relation not longer as exceptions to the laws of Classical
Associationism.

The discussion so long is now comprised to two hypothesis:

. The essential principal of human association is co-
occurrence - even for paradigmatic relations. For
words this complies with co-occumence in text.

● A spreading activation network which is build up on
the basis of co-occurrence data is an adequate model
for apart of the human association capability.

I am now going to introduce a similar memory model which
is linguistically based. Later this model is modified for
associating semantically similar terms.

5. Spreading Activation with Heads and
Modifiers

The relation between two words that refer to each other in a
sentence or phrase is called headlmodifier relation or
simply link. The modifier is the word that specifies the
head; in the first sentence of this paragraph IMQ, ~

and _ are modifiers of the head-. The following
example shows the most frequent modifiers and heads of
the word _ in patent abstracts (read ~, ~

_...; ~, -~ devi%..):

=UIUWL .Mifiers SKtEMQ
heads

data
heat device
energy container
charge position
water chamber
information unit
main ... battery ...

Pure statistic corpus analysis showed the superiority of
short contexts (/Ruge 94, chapter 4/). The shortest
meaningful contexts of a word are its heads and modifiers -
they consist only of one word. /Ruge 92/ showed that terms
with a great overlap in their heads and modifiers are often
semantically similar. And /Grefenstette 94/ did similar
experiments not only based on the head/modEer relation but
also on the verb/subject and verb/object relation. Evidence
for the hypothesis that heads and modifiers also fit better
than other contexts in a spreading activation memory model

can be found in the experimental results discussed so fw.

● Human associations of adjectives are often head nouns
according to /Deese 64/.
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The contextual overlap that causes the association of
anonymous adjectives in human mind are often heads
(/Justeson, Katz 91/); certainly not only the same
nouns, but semantically similar ones (hot sun - w
G@

/Church. Hanks 90/ and /Wettler et al. 93/ simulated
human association “succe&fully on the b~is of some
words’ long contexts. One would suppose that these
short contexts contain a lot of head/modifier relations.

A further argument for the cognitive relevance of heads and

modifiers is the following: For generating the syntactic tree

of a sentence humans need special training and explanations
of certain grammatical concepts, but every native speaker is
able to decide which word refers to which other word in a
sentence - and that is the head/modifier relation. Therefore
the head/modifier relation is natural in human language.

5.1 Spreading Activation on the Basis of
Heads and Modifiers

Figure 4 shows a part of a network based on heads and
modifiers - they were extracted from a real world corpus.
The function of this network is now explained by an
example. First we assume that the weights of all arcs are the
same. They must be smaller than 1 because the activation of
each node will be spread to its neighbors.

Figure 4: A Part of a Head/Modifier Network

If @ is activated as the initial word, first activation is

spread to its heads and modifiers ~, wound. rotation,

rotable and ~. With the next propagation iteration,
semantically similar words of@ are reached, that is @
and ~, but also words that are not semantically similar
like motor The heads and modifiers of the initial word
certa~have an higher activation than the semantically
similar words; and further iterations will make little
difference. Agreeing with the observations of human
association, heads and modifiers of the initial word are the

most activated nodes. This was certainly not our aim. We
are not looking for a system that can simulate human
association capability, but for one that produces
semantically similar terms. The network has to be modified

in such a way that semantically similar terms are highly
activated and heads and modifiers are not.

5.2 Indirect Activation of Semantically

Similar Words

The desired effect can easily be realized by defining all arc
weights negatively and additionally allowing negative
activation, During activation propagation the negative
weights do not then effect inhibition but indirect excitation:
The heads and modifiers of the initial word are activated
negatively; their heads and modifiers however are activated
positively. Therefore words sharing heads and modifiers
with the initial word are finally activated positively.

Figure 5 shows such a network with -as initial word
after the second iteration of activation propagation.
Positively activated nodes are shaded; a darker shade means
more activation; negative activated nodes are all white. The
estimated activations suppose that all weights are the same
with a value between -1 and O. The total amount of the
negative activation of wound and w - that they got from
-- is greater than the positive one that both exchange
with each other. Therefore Y& and wound stay with a
negative activation, even though they are connected by a
negative arc. A similar case is motor and e, Both are
positively activated, certainly less than @ and ~ which
do not have inhibitory arcs with a positively activated node.

Ire

/ lirotatioa

Figure 5: Head/iWxtifier Network with Indirect Activation

The activation of the heads and modifiers of the initial term
is more or less undertunneled by indirect activation: The
total amount of activation of the heads and modifiers is
greater than those of semantically similar terms, but they
are no output terms, because they are negative. Output
terms are only the nodes with the greatest positive
activation: After two or more iterations these are those
words which share many heads and modifiers with the
initial term, As shown in /Ruge 92/ these am indcwd

semantically similar terms.
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5.3 Taking intoaccount Synonymous Heads
and Modifiers

Until the second iteration, the network does nearly the same
as a similarity measure. The essential difference with
similarity measures in the vector space model shows its
effect after more iterations. Let us look at b and * in
figure 5. m is a modifier of -, but not of@ and
drum. Wire and w are strongly semantically similar and
therefore should be dealt with as overlapping modifiers of
s@, @and k. The main criticism of the vector space
model is that there is no similarity measure that can perform
like this @aghavan, Wong 86/).

This problem is solved by a spreading activation approach,
because negative activation is also propagated. Along the
following four arcs long ways the negative activation of
W reaches the node-

wire -spool-~-~-*

w-@-@t!21!2-@-*
~-ti-rotable-~--

Y&.Q-SD2Q! -MQJl!Xl-ZQ21 -&i3!21Q
*-@-wouncj-*-*
wire - s~ool - rotation - ~ - *

After four iterations W receives additional activation
from ~. Now it is the case that @ is receiving
activation from h and in parallel N and M are
getting activation from *. In the network shown in
figure S this effect would be very weak. The activation that
@is receiving from ~ is much smaller than the one it
reeieves from other nodes, because the distance between
b and* is four arcs long and the weights are smaller
than 1.

One would assume that M& and_ share many heads
and modifiers because they are semantically similar (not
shown in figure 5). These heads and modifiers would effect
that there is a similar activation for both nodes - along a two
arcs long way. Therefore not only the initial word and its
semantically similar words have a similar activation - a high
positive one - but all similar words in the network receive a
similar activation. By means of this mechanism
synonymous heads and modifiers have a notable effect on
the comparison and as do similar heads and modifiers to
some extent.

The main characteristics of the introduced head/modifier
network approach can be summarized as follows:

●

m

.

The network can be built fully automatically by means
of linguistic analysis.

The nodes represent words and the arcs between them
the headlmo{lfier relation.

All weights of the arcs are negative negative activation
is allowed. This results in the new technique of indirect
activation.

● The topology of the network is inspired by a human
memory model, Words that are normally high
activated are undertunneled by the technique of
indirect activation. In this way semantically similar
words are highly activated,

Such a network has the following advantages and
disadvantages with respect to similarity measures:

● Because head arcs and modifiers arcs are not
distinguished, the network allowes less fine
distinctions than similarity measures.

● The network is more robust,

● Only within the network approach semantic similarity
of the heads and modifiers is taken into account.

6. Experiments

The spreading activation approach has advantages and
disadvantages with respect to similarity measures, which
leads to the question with which approach better results are
expected, Both approaches have been implemented in order
to compare them. The examination of the network approach
could not be carried out as extensively as for the similarity
measures in /Ruge 92/. Essentially it was tested wether the
network behaved as predicted or not and wether there are
obvious differences between the two approaches.

6.1 Test Data

By means of an automatic linguistic analysis all
head/modifier relations were extracted from 6,000 abstracts
about motors (electric motors and combustion engines)
from three annual editions of the US patent office, The
linguistic analysis overlooks 15% of the link token and
genemtes about 15% wrong links - usually for types that
occur only once. Therefore only those link types were
considered that appeared at least twice. The network
contained all words of the maximal set of words with ten or
more heads or modifiers in this set. That were 1,058 words
with in the average 27.5 heads and also 27.5 moditlers.

6,2 Parameters of the Network

The aim of the study was to compare the two approaches
spreading activation network and similarity measure in the
vector space model. In a first trial the parameters of the
network were chosen in such a way that there was no
further difference lwween the network and the similarity
measure in /Ruge 92/. The network was defined in such a
way that the activations after the second iteration

conformed to the similarity values.

In this network the sum of the total amount of activation of
all nodes was increasing permanently. This resulted in the
following scenario: The most frequent words reet?ived the
highest activation - indepentend of the initial word. This
network realized a constant function, Therefore it is not
possible to take over all parameters of the similarity
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measure technique and only change the computing
technique.

Not all possible network parameters will be discussed here,
because they were not examined systematically. Only one
example of a spreading activation network is shown here,
one that behaves as assumed. Only the main parameters that
affect that the network works are discussed, other
parameters are only listed. The following parameters
describe a network that on the one hand produces
semantically similar words and on the other hand takes over
as many parameters of the most successful similarity
measure from /Ruge 92/ (cosine measure with logarithmic
link frequency weight) as possible:

a) The range of the activation is not limited.

b) The weights Wti of the arcs between two nodes ~i and
aj are defined as

where htilnand rni ‘n are the logarithmic weighted link
frequencies of tie head/modifier or modifier/head
relations between word i and wordj. n is the number of
words, actually 1,058.

c) The activation of all nodes is propagated
simultaneously.

d) The activation function is defined as

LZi (tv) =

n

(X’(Zi(tv_~) + (l–U) “ ~~ij”aj(fv-l) (2)

j=l

where ai is the activation of node i, tv is the time Point
and ~ is a constant with a value between 1 and O,in the
experiment 0.5.

e) The network is started by assigning one word the
activation value 1 and Oto all other words.

The point e) is unusual for spreading activation networks.
Their main advantage is the capability of processing
information in parallel. A user searching for alternative
terms could activate simultaneously several words as initial
terms - surely this would result in a better quality of the
associated terms. In our experiment only one node may be
activated as initial term for comparing the network with the
similarity measure approach.

1: PDP 88/ gives an overview of different network PN~eters.

By means of the constant Ct one can control how fast the
state of the network changes. The higher the value for U,
the slower the network state changes, because only apart of
the activation is spread to the neighbors; the rest of the
activations stays at the node2. If on the other hand the full
activation is spread to the neighbors, after two iterations
the initial word would not have more activation than the
words sharing many heads and modifiers with it, The result
state could shift in that case: It is possible that the further
activated nodes do not represent the semantically similar
words of the initial word, but the semantically similar words
of the set of firstly high activated words. Through some
such quick changes to the network state the result can drift
away from the desired one. To prevent this effect, one must
make sure that the initial term has the highest influence on
the network state for a long time. This is obtained by a slow
change to the network state.

Formula (1) describes the weights of the arcs, The
activation of a node is spread to its neighbottrs according to
the logarithmic weight of the link frequencies. For
obtaining a symmetric weight also the link frequencies of
the neighbors have to be taken into account (second root
under division sign), If the weights were not symmetric, the
activation would mainly be spread in the directions of large
weights. Then there would be the risk that an equilibrium
state is not reached.

6.3 Similarity Measure

During spreading activation processing the heads and
modifiers of a word are not distinguishable. Therefore a
similarity measure sim’ was also defined by making no
distinction between heads and modifiers - contrary to the
experiments of /Ruge 92/, where head similarity and
modifier similarity were treated separately. sire’ represents
the cosine measure with logarithmic heightened link
frequencies.

k=l

@“w ‘3)

2 During so-called simulated annealing (/Cowie, Guthrie92/) a
would be increased slowly to the value 1 to force the network to an

equilibrium state.
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where

hi+ mi = (hil +~i1>hi2 + mi2,...,hin + rein)

6.4 Results

Every 10th word of the data base which was sorted

according to head and modifier frequency was taken into

account in the experiments - 105 words functioned as initial
terms, For each of these terms the similarity value with each
of the 1,058 terms was computed and sorted to a resulting
ranking list, as shown in the examples in figure 6.

The first 10 associations of each initial term were evaluated
intellectually by only a single judge to decide if they were
semantically similar or not, Terms judged similar are printed
bold in figure 6. The term precision of the similarity
measure was defined as the average value of similar terms in
all examined beginnings of the ranking lists. The term
precision of the network approach was determined in the
same way for the same initial terms. Here the ranking lists
were sorted according to the height of the activation of the
nodes after 20 iterations.

axis aperture

w QWi5mli siIIi IEtM!Q&
axis axis aperture aperture
direction plane portion axis
shaft direction secured mirror
plane slot hole plane

movement center groove hole

mounted aperture opening channel

center portion supported port

rotation member extending gap

member position gap bore

arm connection surface dimension

iastened higher

~ network ~ network
fastened fastened higher higher
mounted resilient dependent smaller
secured mounted low conical
attached transition reduced greater

supporting armed greater increased

support securing constant high
mounting shaped high constant
securing connected maximum lower
fixed hinge reducing proportionat
supported guide proportional low

Figure 6: Examples of Term Associations on the Basis of the
Similarity Measure 3 and on the Basis of the Network

The term precision was almost the same in both cases: 0.306

and 0.307. But the content of the resulting ranking lists were
different at the beginning (see figure 6, for example auerture
or hiuher). In the examples above, the initial term is always
the first term of the ranking list. The comparison of only the

term precision without taking into account “term recall” is
an assertion, because the values are determined with respect
to a ranking list beginning of fixed length (see /Ruge 92/
where you will find also a more detailed description of the
evaluation praxdure).

7. Valuation of the Spreading Activation
Approach

The theme of the spreading activation network could be
persued in any amount of detail, and there are many open
questions that must be answered by experiments. The
parameters of the similarity measures have been examined
in much more detail (/Ruge 92/) than those of the network. I
am not sure that there is no network at all that performs
better than similarity measures. The advantage of the
network might be shown if a set of initial nodes were to be
activated simultaneously. This is because networks are able
to work on complex information structures in parallel -
where similarity measures are not, At first sight it seems as
if there is no relevant improvement in using spreading
activation networks.

Additionally the technical disadvantages of the network
have to be considered: This approach is less efficient and
can currently not be utilized for large amounts of data,
There is also the question of how a large network would
behave. /Huberman, Hogg 87/ showed that phase
transitions can appear in connectionist models - small
changes can cause a totally different behaviour of the
network. Normally, connectionists models ensure certain
mathematical properties by training the network. These
properties permit prediction of the behaviour of the network
(see /Peretto 84/ for Hopfield Networks and /Hinton 92/ for
layered neural networks). The network that was introduced
in this paper - on the other hand - is build up from
head/modifier relations of a real world corpus, therefore it
is not possible to adhere to special restrictions. One would
suppose that such networks are susceptible for the effects
described by Huberman and Hogg because for every corpus
different network values are expected - the number of
nodes, the average number of arcs per node and so on, As a
whole the network approach cannot be prefered to the
similarity measures.

This result should not lead to the conclusion that the
described network is a failure. The opposite is the case: It
was shown that it works. The main point that I wanted to
show in this study is the following: The approach to
produce semantically similar terms is not only based on
linguistic theories and co-occurrence theories but also on
the theory of Classical Associationism.
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